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UCF Police Department
receives a 2009 Pontiac
Vibe GT-SEE NEWS,A2
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CHEESE?

Asculptorin Wisconsin has carved the
famous John Trumbull painting
"Declaration of Independence" out of a
2,00().pound block of cheddar cheese.
Troy Landwehr's dairy-based sculpture
will be displayed near Independence
Mall in Philadelphia for July 4, then
.returned to Wisconsin.

No·suspects yet iit Ganguzza case
Two persons of interest cleared last week .
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-chief

Two of the four persons of
interest were cleared last week
by the Orange County Sheriff's
Office in the investigation into
the death of Nicole Ganguzza,
the UCF graduate student
whose body was found June 11.

They were not suspects,
they were just people who
happened to be in the park
during the time, said Carlos
Padilla, deputy sheriff with the
Orange County Sheriffs
Office. It hasn't been released
just how much information the
two cleared persons gave.
"At this point we really

don't have a suspect yet,"
Padilla said
One of the persons of interest was a camera operator for
a local TV news station, Padilla said. Padilla also said that
the Orange County Sheriffs
Office does not believe the
person who committed the
crime is traveling from area to

area
Brendan
Ganguzza,
Nicole's husband, held a
press conference on Friday. He was
Ganguzza
optimistic that
the investigation would turn out positive.
"It will turn out the right
way in_the. end, and my wife

will have justice," Brendan
Ganguzza said. "It's going to
happen, I know it."
During the press conference, Brendan Ganguzza also
·asked that anyone who might
know anything about the case ·
come forward for the safety of
everyone.
"There is a natural frustration that my wife is not with
me, but he's out there," Brendan Ganguzza said
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Logo, uniforms,
stadium updated
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Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2
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GET YOUR TALENT ON
AT OPEN MIC KNIGHT
WITH CAB COMEDY
Orlando's own CAB Comedy Lounge is
hosting an event on campus tonight
at 7 p.m. The event is called Open Mic
Knight, where you.can showcase any
and all talents you happen to have. It
is at Southside BBQ & Pizza.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

VEHICLES VANDALIZED
WITH RACIAL SLURS
AGAINST OBAMA
Police on Sunday were investigating
vandals' spray-painting of dozens of
·city vehicles in Orlando, some with
disparaging messages about the
presumptive Democratic presidential
nominee Barack Clbama. Authorities
think the damage is about $10,000.

COURTESY MATT WEIDMAN

UCF student James Martin received the Congressional Award Gold Medal last week at a ceremony on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C. Martin has been a tutor since he was 14 years old.

Student.receives Co!}gressional medal
JENNIFER ROSS
Contributing Writer

A

fter hundreds of hours of community service, physical fitness and personal development, a UCF student received the Congressional Award Gold Medal last week at a ceremony on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C.
Less than 1 percent of the students who enter the Congressional Award program
actually qualify for the Gold Medal. In that pe:i;centage stood UCF's own James Martin, a
physics major, who has consistently given back to the community by tutoring students since
he was 14 years old
To earn the gold medal, applicants are required to complete 400 hours of community
service, 200 hours of physical fitness, 200 hours of personal development and embark on a
consecutive four-night exploration.
The Congressional Award is the most highly rec;ognized national award presented by
Congress to American youths from ages 14 to 23.
"We're trying to recognize outstanding young leaders who are not only trying to develop
their own God-given potential, but are also developing their leadership skills and giving back
to their communities," Andrew Ortiz, president of the Congressional Award Alumni Association, said in a phone interview.
"The gold award is difficult because every 'i' must be dotted and every 't' must be
crossed," Eliot Wtlliamson, the Congressional Award's Southeast Program manager said in

, ·~roN & WORLD, A4

TRANS FAT BILL HITS
NEW YORK AS CHEFS
SCRAMBLE TO CHANGE
New York is the first American city to
adopt a complete ban on public
foods containing trans fat. The ban
extends to restaurants, bakeries,
cafeterias, salad bars and food carts.
The fine is $2,000.
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Congressional Award Gold Medal
In orcfer to earn the Congressional
Award Gold Medal, each
individual must complete a
minimum of 400 hours of
voluntary public service, 200
hours of personal development
activities, ;200 hours of physical
fitness,and four consecutive days
and nights of an exploration or
expedition.These 121 young
people have contributed 70,000
hours of volunteer service in their
communities.

- WWW.CONGRESSIONALGOLDMEDALCOM

The newest installment in
EA Sports' NCAA Football
video game series will be
released in a little more than
three weeks, and UCF fans
will have much to look forward to in this year's edition.
This year's game, NCAA
Football 2009, boasts various
updates for the Knights in
par.ticu1ar, with a new logo,
jerseys and the inclusion of
Bright House Networks Stadimn.
These
additions
missed the cut for the game
last year, which was released
in July 2007.
Though EA Sports has not
released any kind of official
announcement concerning
the updates, they have posted
a screenshot of the game featuring UCF halfback Phillip
Smith, clad in the Knights'
alternate jersey, avoiding
tacklers from the University
of Texas at El Paso. ·
UCF was the weekly feature on the game's Web site
on May 19. Each week, the site
showcases a new team and
their alternate jersey, which is
a new addition this year for
some teams, including UCF.
This was the first look
gamers had a'!: the updates for
the Knights, and the screenshot provides a look at how
the game has added the oncampus stadium.
EA Sports prides itself on
creating a true-to-life college
football atmosphere and continues to be the only NCAA
football video game franchise
on the market. Their Web site
speaks positively on the topic
of the new stadiums, includPLEASE SEE

DETAILS ON A7

$33 million University Partnership Center to be built
SHAUN BEVAN
Contributing Writer

Construction of the $33
million multi-purpose UCFSCC University Partnership
Center is well under way at
UCF's regional campus at Sanford/Lake Mary. The name of
the building reinforces a longstanding relationship between
the two colleges.
"Partnership, the connotation is that we truly operate
together,'' said David Mealor,
associate vice president of
Regional Campuses. 'We have
shared ownership and shared
responsibility. It's almost a col-

laborative term and that's very
appealing to both groups right
now."
Seminole Community College is spending $83 million to
transform the Sanford/Lake
Mary campus, expected to
open in summer 2010. The
Partnership Center will be the
only building that will be jointly funded by UCF.
The 106,825 sq. foot building will be the centerpiece of
the campus and will symbolize
the collaboration between
UCF and sec. The Partnership Center will have a twostory "Llbrary of Tomorrow;" a
four-story common area simi-

This concept art by Harvard Jolly Architecture illustrates the UCF/SCC Partnership Center to be built on the Sanford/Lake Mary campus.
Construction started in the middle of May, and is scheduled to be open in summer 201 O. The project will cost more than $83 million.

lar to the UCF Student Union,
and also a two-wing, four-story
section for classrooms and faculty offices. The Partnership

Center will replace the current
library, which opened in 1970,
and also add much-needed
classrooms to the sec cam-

pus.
The 33,000 sq. foot library
PLEASE SEE
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News and notict·s for
the UCF community

/

Show off talents with CAB Comedy
Orlnndo's own CAB Comedy
Lolmge is hosting an event on
campus tod \)' at 7 p.m. 'rhe
event is cnlled Opc1, Mic Knight,
, 'h 're you can showcas ' any talents you may have.
The event is at Southside
BBQ& Piz7.a. which is locatt..'<i in

The Cmtrri Florida Ful1Jre is the mdepeodenl, student-w!ittfll ~ at the University of (ernral Florida.
Opiruons in the Futute ate those of the indmd!lal
colLlllflistandoot necessarily1m5eatthe editorial ruff or
u,e IJnhfflily admnislratioo. All contelll Is l'.J1ll]eft)' l>I
the (entrdFlorlda furJRand may not be reprilled in part
orin wtxilewithrut l]fflnissilnfrlrn the~.
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HOT

.: collective bargaining session will take place toda
bctw .n the UCF Board of
'lh1stees and the United Faculty
ofFlorlda.
UFF acts as the workers
lU\i n fur Fl rlda teachers. The
s·-ssion will begin <lC l p.m. in
1\iilli an Hall. Room 24 •
Call 4 , ':>_,.lj-Q for ro re
intonnatlon.
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F Police Departme t Community Relati ns unit rece ·ves new Pontiac Vibe GT
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Ille UCF Poli :e Department received a new donated car for tikir Community Relations unit on June l2 - a 2009
Pontiac Vibe GT.
Carl Black of Orlando donated the car and the graphics on the car are courtesy of a free vehl ·le ,vrap performed by \Vrap This. Ink.. of LoDc,oWOOd.
According to Cpl James Roop, commu:nityre1ations supervisor of the UCF
Police Department, the,~ bl. and gold car is eye-catching;
"When you ;ee it you're going to be fil.--e. 'Wow,'" Roop said
":'he fu.11:y functi nal police car is meant to be sho,vcased. at various UCF
e -e. ts m~ the police department will be presen.. The police depart- ment hopes i~ ;vi::. spark conversation between the police and the communi~
..It detinirel:y grabs attenci.on.,. Roop said.. ..We all like cars, so it'· a great
to break that ice and baYe a com'ersation startet-."
n· isth .seco.ndvehicle onatedbyCarlB.iack.ofOrlando:Toefirst
one. a 20W Q 1C S~erra.
to be given back i-h.en it reached die 7,000~,._..,,.---~~
mile limit, -w ~c • part of the deal between the police department and
~
-..atl lack of
.:.mdo. W.aen the vehlcl.e reaches ~000 miles or when
~~.- ~ i~"'--<.--J ..
., =
the_ ve bad it rbr one }'eat\ whatever come; first,. it's exc.ha:n.:,c-ed. fur a new
one ac the dc::tlecship.
•
"' We have to use it • dici usly. gues~ I should say;. because 7;000 miles can
come raili r qui.cldy.'" oop said.
l.InE,e the prevtous veh.tcl the 2009 Ponciac \'Tue GT was wrapped by Wrap Tais, Ink..,a company that spR:iafizes
in "-rap in& ;ehldes, boats and airplanes
··with a coo car like the VJ GT. we were pretty open.to wba:i: we could do wi:h mar tbing-n:rake it look racy but
still had ro eep that classiness to i-:."' sm Dale Salamacha. presidenc of'Wra.p 'Ibis, Ink.
"it loo ;k.e a: cace (.,'ar fu:>m the .frc nt,"
p said.
The car teatures ~ ucr Knights logo on the hood: and sleek. black and gold stripes aiong me
sides.. The rear of tb~ vehicle features contact infurmation for Carl Biack: ofOrlando and
'\Vrap 'lbs. Ink.
.All! tnree parties cenefu from tne partners.mp - che UCF Rllice Depa:rtmer.t
-ece1:ves a free: ~hide aw Carl :&a.ck. oiOrlando and W:rap 'This, Ink get free
adverti.~mg
"f.t's a win-win for a-erybody,." Roop said.
For the car~ design process, Jason Wl.Sl:,i'g. ~He ,~~er fur Wrap
To.is. I!:li, taiked ro Roop to find.out wbat. f:.e envisioned.
''fhadmy ideas ofwfun: I wanted a> ::.Iadc amt wE.-rte c:ar.,and then he's
IL~. 'Can I go a Iittr-= bit crazy?' ~ rm. 'SU!"e.; go a ffi:de Jit. cra_"'Y,"' Roop
said "He came up with a, reaL.y,, rea!ly rniqne design: ·mat Yve never seen
0n another police car 0Ut there."
WISSig was up to the test.
"He want.ed1 it to lbok: better t:Ia:c. any other: poffi:e- car oct there; t±at.
was- bis chailenge to me." Wissrg said:: "When: yrn:r look at ai car like that.
you wam to make it Ibok like it's fast You w.mt: to give it a cool; speedy
took"
As for going w..ttI. a car vei:sus a, ·o:u:.ck, Roop said .:hey hacr ta coosider
me,economv:
"We looked at the dem.agrapbics this we a.ilit:tle,hltcffierent because .cow witii oe gas;prices g o i n g ~
nobody'Ss 111f..ng trucks." R0op said! "So we w.mted'. ro look: at sometbfug tnat tne st:m!ems crn:rla aTso afin:~ ana_ we
IQoked at the .tlittle car. the l'ODtiac Zibe Glf zi:,og a l l r ~ "
oop saic.. that:the cat:. w.illbe~Iiowcased:atthe fieh annnaT OrangeCouncy;Sner:irr's: Of:ice 9/1: Memoria:L~ar Sh.ow
taR:ibg lace QI!.c~Z@'. where be !mJ;es to take some a.wm:ds .:,ac...Tcto UCE.
The police d ~ e n t has onlr :ad:tb.e car fur a:coupleweeks. but. the reactiorrtfu!s fur nas- been:uositi.ve.
".All ofiour sa!'espeorie think it's the neatest-Ibo.king Vibe tn:at. t:Iieyfve- seen;" said Omar :iacriguez;~gei::.e-raf manager ofCar. lack.of:Orlandb. "And then.we've had custocers of. urs t.b.at. have seeniit.np and down: we road oru~~
andsr.!Eand. they-come in.ai::.d:~ 'ffey;man. we saw a CatlBlack..polli:e car.' Uieytl:ri:r:k.it's: tlie<Gar Efuck-OILFpolii::e
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UCF TV holds open casting call fOr new talent
JILLIAN KROTKI

,

· StaffWriter
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•
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UCF TV. held open casting
calls all day on Thursday to
develop a more upbeat and
realistic look
The door was left open to
faculty and students at UCF
who were willing to stand in
front of a green screen and be
representative of the university
and everything it has to offer.
After filling out a model
release form, each individual or
group spent about 15 to 20 minutes doing anything from simply smiling and laughing to
dancing and showing off their
school spirit. Any props or
attire were acceptable to
enhance the personality of the
person being filmed
Those who came out for
camera time were asked to
·wear any color aside from
green and absolutely nothing
reflective so that it would be
visible in front of the green
screen.
The footage taken will be
used for station ID and program and campus news. Promotions that tie in to what
these students represent will
also use some of the sights captured in front of the green
screeIL
·
There was no compensation
for the video shoot, but the
video can be made available
upon request. The only
demand ·by UCF TV was that
each person said the line,
''You're watc}Jing UCF TV."
A group of nursing majors
came out to show their support.
'We just did group shots to
represent the College of
Nursing," said nursing major
Samantha Jones, who along
with nursing majors Jo Marrero, and Terri Payne said 'We
loveUCF."
After much research, this
new look was created for UCF
TY. They used the Stands for
Opportunity campaign . and
made sure to stay consistent
with UCF marketing in this
process, which wanted the
UCF students and faculty to be

a part of that.
'We really had no set expectations for the auditions
because it's summer," said
Richard Payne, assistant vice
· president of Operations and
TV Services. 'We know that it
won't be nearly as busy as fall
or spring when there are more
students in toWIL"
It was estimated that about
20 or 30 people would show,
but Richard Payne said they did
not know what to expect.
"It was slow in the beginning, which was almost a good
thing because we were able to
get more shots and had the
time to give people a chance to
get comfortable in front of the
camera," Richard Payne said
Once they were on camera,
students opened up and created a lively and upbeat image.
Some less comfortable individuals smiled and laughed and
others took free reigri and did
everything from the Charleston
to leaning and rocking.
"I want to be on TY," said
Laudz Jean-Jacques, a junior
majoring in interpersonal/personal communications. "I've
been on BET Spring Bling
before, so this wasn't my first
time dancing on camera"
"Some students were naturals and others took more
work We'll use what works,"
Richard Payne said "The wide
range of students is amazing. It
gives us diversity."
UCF TV advertised through
campus news. Anyone who
attends the university and
wanted to be on camera was
welcome.
'We had hoped for some
people to bring props like
skateboards and stuff, but the
turnout, as far as props were
considered, could have been
better," Richard Payne said
Tina Barisic, the coordinator/art director, developed this
new look with hopes that it will
make the station more recognizable.
"The new look will be fresh
young, and vibrant," Barisic
said. "The former layout had
too many different styles going
on. We plan to make it more

WWW.UCFTV.UCF.EDU

unified"
Barisic said the new look
involved quite a bit of brainstorming and is geared to capture the spirit of UCF. She felt .
this was best accomplished by
involving those who make up
UCF.
"One reason for the change,
is that we are aiming for a
greater presence in the Orlando area," explained Payne.
UCF TV partners with
Bright House and can be programming for one of the
viewed on Video on Demand channels for PBS. During July,
channel 300. They also do the UCF TV will be shown on

"I want to be on TV. I've been on
BET Spring Bliilg before, so this
wasn't my first time d~ncing on
.camera."
-

LAUDZJEAN-JACQUES

channel one in Orange, Osceola and Seminole counties, so
those viewers that do not have

Video on Demand will also be
able to watch.
UCF TV is currently waiting on Bright House to verify
that there won't be any contract
violations and if there are any,
they will be worked out with
PBS. The exact date that
channel one Will be taken over
by UCF TV is currently
unknown,.but will definitely be
taking place in the next few
weeks.
_
For more information on
UCF TY, visit their Web site at
www.uc£tv.
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victim's name.
Authorities say the ranger's
car was stopped because the
road he was traveling on was
block by a downed tree. As he
sat in his car, a second tree fell
atop it, causing the roof to collapse.

Towns with small budgets find
ways to cut Fourth ofJuly parties
ORLANDO - Some Central Florida municipalities
wtth increasingly tight budgets are being forced to curtail
their Fourth of July celebrations.
Wmter Springs called off
its Independence Day fireworks. Cocoa Beach did too,
saying fireworks-launching
barges were too expensive.
New Smyrna Beach eliminated pre-July Fourth festivities.
Edgewater faced similar
economic hardship, but just as
it was about to call off its fireworks, three local boat maµufacturers donated $15,000 more than the city usually
spends.
Other cities are still putting
on their shows, but cutting
costs where they can.
Port Orange won't be passing out miniature flags.
Tavares saved by using a community band. Palm Bay officials consolidated celebrations to save money.

MARY ALJAFFER / ASSOCIATED PRESS

An employee at the Ferrara Bakery in New York's Little Italy stuffs sfogliatella shells on
Friday. New York's trans fat ban, the first in America, is expanding to almost all foods.

Trans fat bill hits New York, chefs
saamble to change menus

NEW YORK - Making
JERUSALEM
The
cannoli is serious business in Israeli Cabinet overwhelmNew York. It's a dessert so ingly agreed Sunday to a deal
tempting that even a hit man with Hezbollah to swap a
in the Godfather couldn't notorious Lebanese prisoner
leave a box behind.
for the bodies oftwo captured
But even the most soldiers, the prime minister's
respected chefs of this and spokesman said
other pastries are being
The proposed deal would
ordered to make changes by also needs the approval of the
Tuesday - the day New Lebanese militant's group
York's trans fat ban takes full secretive, decision-making
Shura Council
effect.
The
agreement
had
New York is the first
American city to adopt such sparked a fierce public debate
over whether Israel would be
a stringent rule.
Starting this week, the giving up too much or carryban extends to almost all pre- ing out its highest commitpared food in restaurants, ment to its soldiers to do
bakeries, cafeterias, salad everything possible to bring
bars and food carts. There them home · if they fell into
will be a three-month grace enemy hands.
The deal would have
period before big fmes are
slapped on violators. The Hezbollah return two soldiers
artery-clogging substance it captured in a July 2006
was first banned from cook- • cross-border
raid
that
sparked a 34-day war. Israel
ing oils last year.
Chefs who relied on trans would release Samir Kantar,
fats to make their pie crusts imprisoned for a 1979 attack
flaky, their crackers crispy etched in the Israeli psyche as
and their muffms moist have one of the cruelest in the
worked overtime finding nation's history.
·Hezbollah had offered no
substitute ingredients. They
have burned through hun- sign that Ehud Goldwasser
dreds of gallons of oil, short- and 'Eldad Regev were alive
ening 'and margarine trying and the Red Cross was never
to retool old recipes without allowed to see them.
damaging flavor, texture or
For the first time, Prime
Minister
Ehud
Olmert ·
color.
City health commissioner declared on Sunday that the
Thomas
Frieden, who soldiers were dead. Before
launched the anti-trans fat the vote, Olmert told his Cal:r
initiative, said it is too early inet that Israel has concluded
to tell what percentage of the that the two soldiers killed
city's restaurants will fully during the raid or shortly
comply by Tuesday. But he after.
,
Goldwasser's father, Shlosaid his department had
heard relatively few com- mo, said he was not surprised
plaints so far from frustrated by the declaration, but wanted proof the soldiers were
chefs.
Those who reject the ban dead
and get caught face a $2,000
Last minute water barrier fails,
fme starting Oct. 1.

1

Snorklers find skull; investigators
looking in water for more tiones
. TAMPA - Tampa Police
are investigating an unexplained death after snorklers
found a human skull.
The skull was found Saturday near the Courtney
Campbell Causeway. Police
divers are searching the
water for additional bones·
or other possible evidence.
The medical examiner
will attempt to determine
the age, sex and cause of
death of the person.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Auburn University students face
. 12 percent tuition hike for fall

• •
• •
•
• •

AUBURN, Ala - Auburn
University students will pay
more for their education next
school year because trustees
have approved a 12 percent
tuition increase.
Auburn's
board
of
trustees, faced with a record
$60 million budget deficit,
voted for the increase Friday
and it will be applied to the
main campus as well as
Auburn Montgomery.
Tuition for Alabama students will go from $2,917 to
$3,250 and rates for out-ofstate students will jump from
$8,167 to $9,130.
Jimmy Rane of Abbeville
said he opposed the increases
and estimated that 26 percent
of Auburn students won't be
able to afford the higher
tuitiQn.
The increases will generate about $20 million a year
for the university, about half ·
the amount it will lose in the
budget year that starts Oct. 1.
Don Large, Auburn's executive vice president, said $60
million is the largest budget
cut the AU System has ever
faced. Approximately $40
million of the deficit is a
result of the state budget, he
said.
Auburn's increases are
similar to those adopted by
other boards of trustees since
the Legislature passed the
new budget.
Last week, University of
Alabama System trustees
voted to raise tuition by 12
percent at the Tuscaloosa
campus, 11 pereent at the
Birmingham campus and 14
percent at the Huntsville
campus.
In Mobile, trustees at the
U¢versity of South Alabama
earlier this month voted to
increase tuition and fees by 14
percent, and Jacksonville University trustees recently
voted to increase what students pay by 11.6 percent.
Also Friday, AU trustees
voted to borrow $92.5 million.
Most of that is slated for
building a new _basketball
arena on campus.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel and Hezbollah a~ree to
swap two bodies for pnsoners

small Missouri town flooded

Civilian deaths in Afghanistan

rise, instability still rampant ·

1

KABUL, Afghanistan The number of civilians
killed in fighting between
insurgents and security
forces in Afghanistan has
soared by two-thirds in the
first half of this year, to
almost 700 people, a senior
U.N. official said Sunday.
The figures are a grim
reminder.of how the nearly
seven-year war has failed to
stabilize the country and
suggest that ordinary civilians are bearing a heavy toll,
particularly from stepped-up
militant attacks.
John Holmes, the world
body's humanitarian affairs
chief, said the insecurity was
making it increasingly difficult to deliver emergency aid
to poor Afghans hit by the
global food crisis.
Holmes said U.N. figures
show that 698 civilians have
died as a result of the fighting
in the first half of this year.
That compares to 430 in the
first six months of 2007, a
rise of 62 percent. .
Militants caused 422 of
the recorded civilian casualties, while government or
foreign troops killed 255 people, according to the U.N.
numbers. The cause of 21
other deaths was unclear.
Holmes said the proportion of civilian casualties
caused by security forces
had dropped from nearly
half last year and that clashes
had become less dangerous
to ordinary Afghans. ·
Afghan leaders including
President Hc:tmid Karzai
have accused NATO and the
U.S.-led coalition of recklessly endangering civilians by
using excessive force, including airstrikes, in residential
areas.
Bolmes said he came to
Afghanistan because the
humanitarian situation was
"serious and is getting
worse."

wiNFIELD, Mo. - A
makeshift barrier holding
back the Mississippi River
failed early Saturday, swamping the low-lying part of the
small community of Winfield and ending a valiant but
ultimately doomed battle
against the surging river.
About 300 National
Guard soldiers worked nearly 20 hours to build a levee
around a cluster of 100
homes in the flood plain after
the river ripped through
another levee there early Friday. Officials hoped the barrier would keep the water at
bay long enough for it to
recede.
It didn't. Still, those in the
town of 720 people said they
won't forget the heroic effort
to try saving the neighbprhood.
Around town Saturday,
gratitude for the last-ditch
effort was mixed with a feeling of resignation. Many
were ready to move forward
At a Red Cross shelter at
Win.6.eld High School, the
sound of hundreds of volunteers' shovels hitting sand
and backhoes transporting
sandbags had been a fixture
for days. On Saturday the lot
was largely quiet, while
National Guard troops slept
on cots inside after working
through the night. A handful
of residents, like Fox, began
to make plans to stay with
family or friends to wait out
the river rise.
The new barrier had a
steel frame with layers ofdirt,
plastic and sandbags. .But
water began seeping below
and through around midnight, and it was clear in the
hours before sunrise it was
not going to hold
At least 60 homes in the
cluster were flooded, Azar
said, although authorities
were still assessing the damage.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Ared-tailed hawk sits perched on a tree near University Boulevard. Red-tailed hawks, like other bi~s of prey, have large, powerful
talons that they use to capture prey. They are commonly found in forested areas throughout the Umted States, and near UCF, too.

Med school attracts
.
applicant attention 7
'

M~!!i~~:~~t~rAL
Five months before the
deadline, UCF's College of
Medicine has received 778
applications in less than a
month.
"Our goal is to build this
century's best medical
school," said Deborah German, dean of the College of
Medicine, in a press release.
"Recruiting the best and
brightest students for our
first class is the important
part of that process."
The College of Medicine receives the applications through the American
Medical College Application Services (AMCAS).
According to their Web
site, AMCAS is an application processing service for
medical schools with firstyear entering classes like
UCF.
"I believe their goal is to
get the best students for the
accreditation process ·and
get the best students to
start the new millennia the new medical school
program millennia," said
Rebecca Negron, a molecular microbiology senior. "I
think this will help get students from all around the
country."
Applicants from various
universities, such as Yale,
Harvard, Duke, Cornell,
Columbia, Johns Hopkins,
Ohio State, Wake Forest,
Brigham Young, the University of California, Davis
and all other major Florida
universities hope to be part
of the Charter Scholarship
program, as well as UCF's
frrstM.D.program.
The Charter Scholarship program offers fu.11
scholarships to an entir'e
class for four years, worth
$160,000 per individual,
which means $20,000 for
tuition and $20,000 for
other fees and living
expenses each year.
Erin Lowe, the senior
teaching laboratory specialist from the biology
department, said that people who might not have
normally thought about
attending UCF are applying
for the M.D. program
because the scholarships
are an attention grabber.
"The scholarships are
important because studies
have shown that the average medical students are at
about $140,000 worth of
medical school debt," said
Grant Heston, assistant
vice president of UCF's
News and Information.
"The scholarships will
allow the students to concentrate on their fields of
study."
. The Charter program
has 40 scholarships to offer.
Those scholarships are a
good deal, Lowe said
"I would imagine they're
going to be looking for people that seem really worthy
of the positions;· Lowe said
The scholarships attract
a lot of high-quality students to jump-start .UCF's
MD. program, said Cheryl

.

I

M.D. PROGRAM ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS /

1

J

REQUIRED COURSE WORK

Courses should be taken in residence (not on line) from a regionally accredited colleg~
or university in the United States.Applicants must have completed at least a bachelor's
degree prior to enrollment into the M.D. program. To be considered for an interview and
subsequent admission, an applicant should have completed the following course wqrk:
•General biology -two semesters (with labs)
•General chemistry- two semesters (with labs)
• Organic chemistry -two semesters {with labs)
•General physics -two semesters (with labs)
•College English -two semesters
•College math -two semesters
All majors are eligible to apply for admission to M.D. program as long as the minimum
academic requirements are met. Non-science majors are encouraged to take as many
science courses as possible.
Additional course work that is recommended, but not required, includes biochemistry,
embryology, cell biology, comparative anatomy and genetics. Course work in
humanities, natural sciences or communication arts is also encouraged. While no
specific college math courses are required,some college work in calculus is strongly
recommended;familiarity with the principles of statistics for analysis of data is also
important.
-WWW.MED.UCF.EDU/ADMISSIONS

Pinzone, a biology graduate stu- take a challenge, be independdent.
ent, take initiative and make the
The M.D. program lists the · · school the best school in the
requirements for admittance on _ nation," Negron said
their Web site. Aside from
UCF is the first of its kind in
strong academic skills, the pro- the nation to offer full scholargram looks for great interest in ships for four years to a whole
research and the ability to care class, Heston said
for patients.
Negron said she thinks UCF
''The College of Medicine is will set an example for other
looking for the best and bright- universities around the country.
"Not only the scholarships
est, a passion for learning and a
passion for helping people," but curriculum-wise and the
Heston said
school in general - the technoiPinzone said she hopes the ogy and the research that's
M.D. program will get a very going to be put in it," Negron
good cross-section of people said
from around the country.
The M.D. program's deadline
"I think the M.D. program is · for applications is on Dec. 1,
looking for students who will 2008 for the fall 2009 opening.
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Rho Gammas live in secrecy before sorority rush
DANIEL WALSH
Contributing Writer
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For the women who act as
Rho Gammas, being isolated
from their fellow sorority sisters in a h'otel for a week,
going by code names and disassociating from some of
their closest friends is just
part of the job description.
A Rho Gamma, or a
recruitment guide, is a young
sorority woman who helps
guide future sisters through
the sorority recruitment
process every fall. More than
60 women, all from any of the
10 sororities at UCF, make up
the collective group of Rho
Gamma
Rho Gammas go through a
voluntary application process
after the spring semester
every year. Many of the Rho
Gammas join to make friends
outside of their sororities and
help girls going through the
same recruitment process
they did.
"I've experienced recruitment inside the house, and I
wanted to experience it in a
different way," said Kristen
Ranieri, a senior Rho Gamma
Rho Gammas apply for the
position, and then are accepted after being interviewed by
the vice president of Panhellenic Recruitment, along with
an executive committee.
Throughout the summer, Rho
Gammas have weekly meetings in which they disaffiliate
from their own sororities and
learn other chapters' mottos,
songs, hand signs and philanthropy.
"I'm meeting so many people," Ranieri said. "I'm meeting girls from different chapters and we're doing the same
activities all summer. It's
cool."
According to Lindi Smedberg, assistant director of Fraternity and Sorority Life, it's
vital for sorority members to
!mow about all the chapters at
UCF if they're to be effective
mentors.
,
"You !mow a lot about
your own chapter, but it's

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

During fonnal recruitment, interested women go from house to house meeting each individual sorority. Rho Gammas are in charge of guiding these women through the week and offering them a helping hand through the process.

important to !mow about all
the sororities if you're a
recruitment guide," Smedberg said.
Rho Gammas go active
during the summer by hosting charity events such as
blood drives, beach cleanups
and school-supply drives.
The whole time the Rho
Gammas can't wear any of
their chapters' colors or letters.
"Eighty percent of the
shirts I own display my chapter," said Maria Pecoraro, a
Rho Gamma for this year.

"For me, to get rid of all the
evidence was pretty difficult."
Come recruitment week,
all Rho Gammas are housed
in a hotel and have communication between them and
their chapter cut off.
"They see a different side
of what the women are going
through," Smedberg said. It
may seem bizarre, but the
separate housing helps eliminate favoritism and may even
bring Rho Gammas closer to
their chapter.
"It makes me appreciate
my chapter that much more,"
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Pecoraro said. " I'm very
much looking for the time I
rejoin my sisters."
During the recruitment
week, Rho Gammas help girls
by mentoring them and walking them through the recruitment process.
"You promote girls in making the best decision for
them," Ranieri said. "We
answer any questions they
might have to help them."
Each Rho Gamma has a
group of girls they keep track
of during the week. They play
a motherly role during the

recruitment process, asking
girls questions and making
sure they are comfortable.
"My Rho Gamma was
extremely influential in my
Panhellenic experience, and I
wanted to give back to possible future sisters," Pecoraro
said.
The most fun for Rho
Gammas comes at the end of
recruitment week on bid day.
"Part of that celebration is
the revealing of the Rho Gammas," Smedberg said.
After revealing what
sorority they belong to by

wearing their letters/jerseys,
both the Rho Gammas and
new pledges run home to
their chapters to finish the
race.
Rho Gammas find the
process just as liberating as
the new pledges.
"I have a newfound appreciation for the bonds of sisterhood that I've developed,"
Pecoraro said.
To Smedberg, the thought
of recruitment week without
Rho Gammas is inconceivable. "We couldn't do it without them," she said
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New execution method to start with Schwab
RON WORD
Associated Press

STARKE, Fla. - Florida's
new procedure for lethal injections could be tested Tuesday
when executioners strap down
a condemned inmate for the
first time since a botched execution.
Mark Dean Schwab, 39, is
scheduled to die exactly 16
years after he was sentenced in
the 1991 kidnapping, rape and
murder of ll-year-old Junny
Rios-Martinez.
Florida officials say they
have resolved problems with
the December 2006 execution
of Angel Diaz when needles
were accidentally pushed
through his veins, causing the
lethal chemicals to go into his
muscles instead, delaying his
death for 34 minutes - twice
as long as normal. Some
experts said that would cause
intense pain.
Then-Gov. Jeb Bush stopped
all executions after Diaz was
killed, but Florida and other
states were also held up as they
waited for the U.S. Supreme
Court to rule the three-drug
method of lethal injection used
by Kentucky was constitutional. Thirty-four other states,
including Florida, use a similar
method.
Florida's new procedure
requires the warden to make
sure the inmate is unconscious
following the injection of the
first chemical, sodium pentothal. Then the executioner
will inject pancuronium bromide to paralyze his muscles
. and potassium chloride to stop
his heart. It also requires people
with medical training to be
involved in the process.
Schwab and his attorneys
aren't so sure the problems are
fixed. An analysis done for
Schwab's lawyers showed that

nine of the 30
mock executions
performed
by
Florida's
Department of
Corrections
between SepSchwab
tember 2007
and May were
failures, said one of his statepaid attorneys, Mark Gruber.
The corrections department
said its mock exercises have
included preparation for potential problems such as a combative inmate, the incapacity of an
execution team member, power
failure and finding a vein.
''Training for the unexpected is not a failed mock execution," said Gretl Plessinger, a
corrections
department
spokeswoman. "We're planning for contingencies."
Schwab's legal options are
running out. On Friday, the
Florida Supreme Court rejected his latest appeal claiming
the new procedure still carries
the risk of causing intense pain
and suffering.
The state has argued successfully in several courts that
the procedure meets all constitutional tests against cruel and
unusual punishment and that
Schwab cannot raise the issue
again.
Schwab's attorneys did not
return calls after the appeal was
rejected Friday, but they are
expected to next tum to the federal courts. The U.S. Supreme
Court has allowed eight lethal
injections to continue since
upholding the Kentucky case.
That ruling raised a lot of
questions, said D. Todd Doss,
an attorney in northern Florida
who has handled several death
penalty cases but isn't involved
in Schwab's appeals.
"I didn't think it cleared the
legal landscape,'' Doss said,

because it did not determine
whether there was a substantial
risk that Schwab would experience intense pain and suffering.
Senior Assistant Attorney
General Kenneth S. Nunnelley
said Schwab's claims in two
previous challenges to lethal
injection have also been rejected. "He does not get another
bite at the apple," he said
Family of Schwab's victim
are counting down the days to
execution with a timer on a
Web site devoted to the boy.
They've been through years of
appeals, and they decided not
to comment on the latest.
"The roller coaster has
begun, and we don't want to get
on," Vickie Rios-Martinez,
Junny's mother, said recently.
Schwab raped and killed
Junny a month after he was
released early from a prison
sentence he got for raping a 13year-old boy, who was from
Cocoa, a small town on the
Atlantic coast of Florida
Schwab got close to the boy
and his family by posing as a
reporter who promised to help
the boy with his dream of
becoming a professional surfer.
On the day of the rape and
murder, Schwab called the
boy's school posing as his
father, then picked him up
there.
The case prompted Florida's Junny Rios-Martinez Act
of 1992, which prohibits sex
offenders from early release
from prison or getting credit
for good behavior.
''The state is the one who is
the biggest victimizer. They let
him out. They knew who he
was," the boy's mother told the
Associated Press in November.
Schwab's execution is to be
held at the state's death chamber in Starke, which is about 40
miles southwest of Jacksonville.
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Florida's lethal injection gurney in a photo taken in the redesigned death chamber, which will accommodate either the electric chair or '
the gurney at Florida State Prison. Mark Dean Schwab is to die on Tuesday. It will be the first execution since a botched 2006 execution.
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ing Bright House Networks
Stadium.
"New stadium environments and effects will be
showcased in this year's
game," the Web site said.
"There are a lot of other
detail-related things we've
done to make the stadiums
feel more authentic. There is
fog that adds more depth to
the fields in the larger stadiums, mow lines during snow
games and more dramatic
skies that help to improve the
environments."
For Knight supporters, or
college football fans in general, the new updates are exciting.
"It is going to be important to have the updates,"
said Jason Evans, a freshman
economics major. "It establishes us as a somebody. We
have become a major university."
Other students echoed
Evans' sentiments in anticipation for the game's
release.
"It's cool to see it. It will
really boost school pride and

make our stadium official "
said Craig Ament, a juni~r
physics major.
University of Southern
California engineering major
AJ. Chabra, who is interning
at UCF for the summer,
agreed that the updates will
affect school pride.
"USC is huge on school
pride. The fact that UCF has
started winning automatically boosts interest and pride
not only in the game, but in
real life as well," Chabra said
As for the players themselves who will appear on the
game, junior defensive tackle
Brian Timm said it is thrilling
to finally see the stadium
where they actually play.
Timm claims he plays with
UCF frequently on the game,
and so the ability to now play
at Bright House only
enhances the experience.
Though UCF receives a
complete makeover on this
year's edition, gamers have
other reasons to purchase the
newest edition on July 15.
New features like Ice the
Kicker, the Quarterback Qµiz
and the new interactive 12player online dyn~sty add

another dimension to the
game.
Programmers have been
busy with new lighting for
night games and meticulous
attention to the crowds at the
stadiums, which should give
the game an even more lifelike feel than previous
impressive editions.
"Home stadiums have
never felt more alive. In the
past, our crowd colors used
to be more mixed with neutral colors, but this year we're
showing off the home
crowd's colors in a big way,"
the game's Web site said.
"Inside the stadiums it's
very clear which fans are
supporting which team.
There are pockets in the stadiums with sections full of
visiting team fans," the Web
site said.
A Knight fan or not,
gamers everywhere will
experience something brand
new on the game whether it
be the interactive timeouts to
the updated look for various
teams. More information on
this year's game can be found
on the game's Web site,
www.easports.com/ncaa09.
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will accommodate a high-tech
learning environment for students on two floors. The first
floor of the library will have a
cyber cafe for students to
relax and socially interact.
Also on the first floor will be a
multitude of computer terminals for students who do not
have laptops, and for those
that do, they will be able to
plug in at a number of media
stations and log on to the campus' Wi-Fi network
The second floor of the
library will be a dedicated
quiet area for students to
study. Unlike UCF, the library
will focus on a non-traditional
form of reference material
"They are going to limit the
physical collections and head
toward an electronic collection," said Sean Armstrong,
associate director of Academic Support Services at the
UCF Sanford/Lake Mary. "So
that the physical space that
you need for books are no
longer there and is opened up
to study areas."
The library is connected to
an atrium similar to the UCF
Student Union which will be a
common area/food court for
students to lounge around.
Connected to the other side of
the atrium will be a two-wing,
four-story building that will
add 22 new classrooms and
faculty offices that will be
shared by both colleges.
"Right now sec is limited
in the amount of classroom
space," Armstrong said.
'We've been growing, they've
[SCC] been growing, and this
building is going to accommodate that growth."
The growing process for
both colleges will have to be
done together.
'We now have faculty from
both colleges that are starting
to interact ... so it's really starting to become a true partnership in terms of how it's

"We've been growing, they've
[SCC] been growing and this
building is going to
accommodate that growth."
- SEAN ARMSTRONG
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
AT UCF SANFORD/LAKE MARY

organized," Mealor said 'We budget cuts at UCF, the
want to make sure that the DirectConnect program is a
type of personalities we bring real-world possibility that
here is a good match with some students will have to
sec, so that there's not an consider due to the competius/them, we/they mentality. . tive admissions requirement.
'With budget cuts, UCF is
It's truly treated as a team
freezing its enrollment numapproach."
The University Partner- bers in the fall," Davis said.
ship Center is only the latest "Students who would have
in a long history of collabora- qualified just a few years ago
at UCF may get squeezed out,
tion between UCF and SCC.
"Even before DirectCon- but DirectConnect to UCF
nect in 2006, the two schools opens the door to the univerworked together to make sure sity."
DirectConnect allows stustudents in Central Florida
succeeded," said Jay Davis, dents from any of these four
community manager for sec, campuses to immediately
in an e-mail interview. ''UCF come in and be jointly advised
has had a regional campus at by both the community colSCC's Sanford/Lake Mary lege and a UCF representative. Along with advising, stuCampus since 1998."
Since 2006, UCF has part- dents benefit from financial
nered with SCC, Valencia, aid assistance and joint acaBrevard and Lake Sumter demic programs that help
community colleges through give them a seamless transithe DirectConnect program tion to UCF, Davis said
"The community college
to make it easier for students
to pursue a higher education education is on par with the
at UCF. Currently, there are first two years of university
about 2,800 active advisees in education," Armstrong said.
"So the students perform at
the DirectConnect program.
'Toe one benefit someone the same level that they would
in Central Florida has right at a university."
The difference in the first
now is that if you are Central
Florida student, you have the two years at both colleges is
reassurance that if you are minimal and it appears that
attending one of these four the majority of sec students
community colleges and are can attest to this.
"Eighty-three percent of
in the DirectConnect program, you are guaranteed SCC's AA graduates who
admission into UCF," Mealor transfer into the State University System transfer to UCF,"
said
Because of the recent Davis said

MAX BEHRMAN / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Senior James Martin uses a visible green laser in a CREOL lab. He is working on a project with the College of Optics and Photonics.

Medal given for dedication
able to graduate from South
Lake High School with a
diploma and receive an associate degree from Lake-Sumter
by the age ofl6.
"The only year I went full
time to high school was my
freshman year," Martin said.
"After that I went to one or
two classes in the morning
then went to Lake-Sumter the
rest of the day."
In the summer of 2006,
Martin went to Washington,
D.C. to satisfy his four consecutive nights of exploration. He
visited several of the Smithsonians, went on a private tour
of the Capitol building, toured
the White House and visited a
few national monuments.
Ortiz said that while many
students explore historical
sites that enhance their education, many other students
choose something that challenges them physically, such
as white water rafting down
the Colorado River, to complete this requirement.
Martin applied for the Congressional Award program
and began working toward
these goals when U.S. Rep.
Ginny
Brown-Waite,
RBrooksville, wrote him about
the program while he was
working on a social studies
project in middle school
Since
then,
the
congresswoman has sponsored Martin and presented
him with his bronze and silver medals, as well as the
gold medal he received last
week.
"I'm very proud of him,"
she said in a phone interview.
"He's going to go far in life."
At the age of 18, Martin is
going to be a senior at UCF by
the end of the summer. He is
currently participating in a
Research Experience for
Undergraduates program in
Lasers, Optics and Optical
Materials with Matthieu
Baudelet, Matthew Weidman

FROM Al

a phone interview.
In order to earn his community service hours, Martin
began a tutoring service at
Clermont Middle School He
mostly assisted students with
the subjects of math and science, but occasionally worked
with those who needed help
with literature and English.
Martin said the tutoring
was a very rewarding experience as he watched students
with grades in the D-F range
improve so much after two or
three weeks, finding themselves in the A-B range.
In addition to tutoring at
Clermont Middle School,
Martin also began tutoring
Lake-Sumter Community College students his sophomore
year of high school. Through
both tutoring programs and a
couple of smaller projects, he
has now earned 1,450 community service hours.
"He's always been the kind
of person who thinks of others," Linda Martin, James'
mother, said in a UCF News
and Information press release.
"He has made a difference in
so many people's lives."
To fulfill the physical fitness requirement, Martin
played eight seasons of basketb~ on a local youth team.
Williamson said that this
requirement helps America's
youth fight obesity. He said
one Congressional Award
applicant lost over 50 pounds
in fulfilling this requirement.
For the 200 hours of personal development, Martin
began dual enrolling at LakeSumter Community College
at the age ofl4. He also started
a book collection that now
contains more than 1,200
books, of which he has read
abouthal£
Because Martin started
taking classes at Lake-Sumter
at such an early age, he was

and Martin Richardson of the
College of Optics and Photonics.
Collaboratively, they are
conducting experiments in
which they are characterizing
mirrors to focus light into
fiber-optics. Eventually they
will be able to examine a spectrum of light with a telescope
in great detail.
"It's been hard work and
it's been challenging, but it's
been fun," Martin said
Martin said he views the
research project as his next
challenge. He is also planning
on trying to earn the Presidential Service Award, which will
require him to complete 4,000
hours of community service.
Ortiz sees the Congressional Award as "a springboard and a beginning. For the
folks that receive it, it challenges them to continue to
give themselves to their communities, to continue to put
themselves out of their comfort zones," he said. "I see it as
a catalyst for greater things in
the future."
According to Williamson,
the Congressional Award
began as a bipartisan effort in
the House and the Senate in
1979 and was first signed by
President Jimmy Carter. Since
then, it has been signed by
Ronald Reagan, George Bush
Sr., Bill Clinton and George W.
Bush.
On June 19, the gold medal
was presented to 237 of America's youth in the Caucus
Room of the Cannon Building
on Capitol Hill. According to
Ortiz, each young person is
presented the award by the
congressional member of
their district, either a
congressman or woman or a
senator.
To learn more about the
various levels of the Congressional Award and how to
apply, visit www.congressionalaward.org.
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DODGERS HELD WITHOUT HIT,
STILL BEAT ANGELS 1-0

LOS ANGELES - Jered Weaver and
Jose Arredondo combined to no-hit the
Los Angeles Dodgers on Suturday night
-and it still wasn't good enough for
the Los Angeles Angels.
The Dodgers became the fifth team
in modem MLB history to win a game
in which they didn't get a hit, defeating
the Angels 1-0.Weaver's error on a slow
roller led to an unearned run by the
Dodgers in the fifth.
With the Angels trailing in the
interteague game at Dodger Stadium,
Weaver was pl,llled for a pinch-hitter in
the seventh inning after throwing 97
pitches.Arredondo pitched the next
two innings.
Because the Dodgers didn't have to
bat in the ninth, the game doesn't
qualify as a no-hitter. It was only the
fifth such game since 1900,andfirst
since Boston's MattYoung in 1992,
according to the Elias Sports Bureau.
Matt Kemp's spinning squibber
rolled to the right of the mound and
Weaver rushed toward first base to
grab the ball, but bobbled it. Official
scorer Don Hartack ruled it an error.
Kemp stole second and continued to
third on catcher Jeff Mathis' throwing
error,then scored on Blake DeWltt's
sacrifice fly. The Dodgers bullpen then
made that run hold up.

''With the 22nd pick in the
2008 NBA draft, the Orlando
Magic select ...." What's next
made one of my frrst cases of
college basketball enlightenment come full circle.
It was December 2005. The
Lakers and Celtics were boringly mediocre. President
Bush finally admitted that the
invasion of Iraq was the result
of faulty intelligence. And the
UCF Men's Basketball team
was in Tucson, Ariz., for the
Fiesta Bowl Classic.
Seeing as it was winter
break at UCF and I was home
in Southern California - just
a short seven-hour drive outside of the Grand Canyon
State - I decided to follow
the Knights for the Future.
I had two realizations
while covering the two-day
tournament, neither of which
regarded the Knights, who
lost both of their games and
committed 44 turnovers in
the process.
The frrst was that Tucson
is very similar to Gainesville
- the entire town revolves
around the success and failure
of one collegiate sports team.
Other than that, there's no
reason to visit.
And second was whoever
this Courtney Lee kid is, he
can ball
I was put on notice when
Lee scored 15 of his 22 points
in the second half against the
Knights to almost singlehandedly bring Western Kentucky back from an ll-point
halftime deficit.
He hooked me when he
added 21 points and 14
rebounds one day later in the
championship game against
the host Wildcats in a thrilling
86-81 overtime loss.
Lee just looked like an athlete. He had a fluid demeanor
about him. Everything he did
seemed effortless, even in the
gym of the powerful Wildcats
and strong defenders such as
Hassan Adams.
If you saw him rise up for
one of his five 3-pointers or
record one ofhis nine steals in

US.SPRINTER TYSON GAV SETS
RECORD IN 100-METER DASH

EUGENE, Ore. - Tyson Gay got quite
a fright in his first race Saturday. He set
a record in his second.
Gay broke Maurice Greene's
American mark in the 100 meters by
running 9.77 seconds in his quarterfinal
at the U.S. Olympic track and field trials.
"It tells me I'm in pretty good
shape," Gay said
Gay tied the fourth-fastest time in
the history ofthe men's dash,despite
dearly easing up a tad over his final few
strides. Still, that was nothing compared
what he did in his opening heat earlier
in the day, when Gay came awfully
dose to a monumental blunder.
After building a big lead,the
reigning world champion eased up a
lot with about 30 meters left. Gay was
forced to accelerate again and he
lunged across the finish line in fourth
place,good enough to advance.
The performance had to be a big
boost ofconfidence for Gay, who was a
distant second in New York on May 31,
when Jamaica's Usain Bolt broke the
world record by docking 9.72.

TENNIS
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Steve DeMeo spent the past 10 seasons as a coach at Providence University, where he helped 2 teams reach the NCAA Tourney. He was hired to be an assistant coach at UCF on Friday.

PLEASE SEE

MAGIC ON A9

NBA DRAFT
VENUS WILLIAMS MOVES ON
WITH RECORD-SETTING SERVE

•
•
•

WIMBLEDON, England - One
swing from completing her week's
work,Venus Williams toed the baseline,
dribbled the ball, gave it a toss and
delivered yet anotherthunderdap
serve at sun-kissed Wimbledon.
That is how Williams bid another foe
farewell.
The scoreboard said 127 mph, the
fastest women's serve ever recorded at
Wimbledon.The scoreboard also had
Williams winning 6-1, 7-5Saturday
over Maria Jose Martinez Sanchez.
It was an upset-filled first week at
Wimbledon and a rough one for
American tennis, but the Williams
sisters ignored both trends.Four-time
champion Venus and two-time
champion Serena won three matches
each without dropping a set.
With No.1-ranked Ana lvanovicand
No.2 Maria Sharapova eliminated,and
with No.3 Jelena Jankovic limping to
victory Saturday, prospects look good
for an all-Williams final next weekend
It would be their first meeting in a
Grand Slam final since Serena beat
Venus for the 2003 Wimbledon title.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

The rebound: reactions to the 2008 NBA draft
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

So the mock draft was just a
little off. But with all of the
trades, I guess going 6-for-30
wasn't too bad of a day, even
though those six came in the
frrst seven picks of the draft.
Well, here is my reaction to
one of the craziest drafts in
NBA history:

Best Draft: Miami Heat
Amid all the rumors, speculation and Heat President Pat
Riley winning the "bluff of the
night" award, Miami stayed
put and took the best allaround player in the draft,
Michael Beasley. This was the
best move for the Heat, and
even Riley acknowledged that
he couldn't pass on Beasley.
Yet, that wasn't even Miami's
best move of the day.
Riley pulled off a secondround steal wl:ien he acquired
Kansas point guard Mario
Chalmers in a deal with Minnesota for cash and two sec-

ond-round picks in 2009.
Chalmers was predicted to be
a mid-frrst round pick, but he
dropped to No. 34. Miami will
climb back into the top-four
teams in the Eastern Conference next season, and they can
thank Riley for that.

Worst:Draft: Dallas~
icks
The Mavs traded its frrstround pick to New Jersey for
Jason Kidd during this past
season and didn't do too much
to upgrade in the draft. They
added a good shooter in Shan
Foster with the 51st pick, but
Dallas is a team on the downfall and need to get much
younger soon.

FRANK FRANKLIN 11 / ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Miami Heat chose former Kansas State power forward Michael Beasley with the No. 2
pick in Thursday's draft. Beasley averaged 26.2 points in his one season as a Wildcat.

Best trade: PoitJiiid Tiiil to trade up before the draft to
the Pacers' spot at No.11 to get
Blazers- Indiana Pacers
Ideally, this trade between
Portland and Indiana should
have been good for both
teams, but I do think Portland
got the better deal here. The
Blazers were looking for a
point guard and were looking

D.J. Augustin. They ended up
getting a better prospect in
Jerryd Bayless, who was projected as a top-five pick.
The Blazers also picked up
Ike Diogu in the deal and sent
the rights to Brandon Rush,

Jarrett
Jack
and
McRoberts to Indiana.

Josh

Grizzlies when they traded
him away.
Memphis traded Love,
Mike Miller, Brian Cardinal
and Jason Collins to Minnesota for No. 3 pick O.J. Mayo,
Antoine Walker, Marko Jaric
and Greg Buckner.
Minnesota GM Kevin
McHale worked this deal
beautifully, as Minnesota
picked up a very good post
player with Love, and a great
outside shooter with Miller.
The Wolves have a great
young squad now with Al Jefferson, Love, Miller and
Randy Foye. This deal will
finally get McHale out of the
Kevin Garnett shadow and
have Memphis wishing it had
decided to stay pat.

Worst~ New ersey
-~Buds

Not only did the Bucks
trade for Richard Jefferson,
but they then added Joe
Alexander with the No. 8 pick.
PLEASE SEE
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Coach has 21 years in game ·Beasley brings heat to Miami
FROM

A8

NEWS TO NOTE
Northeast
connections
which could help the Knight~
expand their recruiting
efforts in that region.
. ~eMeo, a New York City
native and a 1987 graduate of
· University at Buffalo, was the
head coach at Monroe Junior
College in the Bronx from
1993-95. In that time, he guided the Mustangs to a 53-8
record
He has also worked as the
head coach at Bronx Community College, and spent time
as an assistant at Long Island
University-CW. Post campus
and Queensborough Community College.
The Knights have recruited a couple of players from
the northeast in the recent
past, but the last player that
UCF had from the New York
area was guard Kingsley
Edwards, who was raised in
the Bronx.
DeMeo f'tlls the vacancy
left by Dwight Evans after his

SOUTH BY NORTHEAST
Steve DeMeo joins the UCF Men's
Basketball staff after spending time at
Providence University and various
institutions in New York.
ACCLAIMED ASSISTANT
. DeMeo was recognized as one ofthe top
25 assistant coaches in the nation by
rivals.com in 2007.
ADECADE OF DEMEO
During his 10 seasons as an assistant
coach at Providence, DeMeo was a part
of two NCAA Tournament teams and
coached a couple of NBA draft picks.
FILLING THE SHOES
DeMeo will fill the vacancy left by
former assistant coach Dwight Evans,
whose contract was not renewed.

contract was not renewed
after the 2007-08 campaign.
Evans spent eight seasons at
UCF over two stints, and had
been with the Knights since

2002. He has spent 21 years as
a college coach and was a part
of six NCAA Tournament
teams.
In November, DeMeo will
coach his first regular-season
game with the Knights. He
will contribute to the effort of
getting the Knights over the
hump in Conference USA.
UCF has captured a firstround bye in the C-USA
Tournament in each of the
past two seasons, but the
Knights have been defeated
in the second round both
times.
DeMeo will also be the
assistant coach of a relatively
young team this season.
With the graduations of
Mike O'Donnell, Dave Noel,
Mike Battle, Stanley Billings
and Chip Cartwright after
last season, the Knights will
enter this fall with just one
senior on the roster, guard
Jermaine Taylor. Six of the
remaining 12 players on
UCF's current roster have not
played in a college basketball
game.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Before signing on to help Providence, Steve DeMeo coached at a number of institutions in the state of New York. DeMeo served as the
head coach at Bronx Community College from 1990-93. He also worked as an assistant coach at Queensborough Community College.
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One problem: They play the
same position. Milwaukee
could have chosen Augustin
or Bayless instead and been
set for a major Eastern Conference run.
The Nets found themselves with Yi Jianlian and
Bobby Simmons. It was a horrible trade for the Nets, but
they did make up for it by
drafting stud center Brook
Lopez at No. 10

Arthur was a steal for
Memphis, which got him in a
trade with Portland. He was
underrated on niany boards,
and has the mold of an
Antawn Jamison-type player.
He will be a star in this league
and will look great alongside
Mayo and Rudy Gay.
~

ason
-~,to
With the No. 12 pick in the
draft, I thought Sacramento
wot.µd be intrigued by a couple of center prospects, most
notably Kosta Koufos. Yet,
they shocked the world and
took the power forward from
Rider.
Don't get me wrong,
Thompson has potential, but
there were much better players on the board at that point,
and the Kings certainly could
have traded down and still
gotten their man.

I

('..;1-z~ew,Y~Knicl(s
I know he has all the connections in New York with
head coach Mike D'.Antoni,
who played with Gallinari's
father in Italy. But there will be
growing pains for Danilo. He is
a great talent, but he will need
to learn how to fit in with all
the ball-hungry players wlio
r~side in the Big Apple.

Magic can't go wrong with Lee
FROM

A8

the tournament, you knew he
was for real.
It was hard to believe then ·
that he was only a sophomore.
As Lee's career continued, I
. was compelled to follow it. I
felt like I knew something that
everyone else was overlooking.
Lee played as if he belonged in
the ACC. Instead, he was stuck
in the SBC - the Sun Belt Conference.
It's also easy to side with a
team whose mascot is some
sort of red, gumdrop-shaped
being of an indeterminate
species that looks like it's
related to Grimace from the
McDonald's commercials.
Lee got better in each ofhis
final two seasons in college,
concluding with a conference
player of the year nod and a
trip to the Sweet 16 in the
2008 NCAA Tournament.
Fast-forward to last week,
the Magic picked the player
they wanted all along and for
many reasons.
Lee is a versatile scorer

AL GRILLO / ASSOCIATTO PRESS

Western Kentucky guard Courtney Lee
was taken in the first round by the _
Orlando Magic in Thursday's NBA draft.
He was named the Sun Belt Conference
Player of the Year for 2007-08.

who can create his own shot
from anywhere on the floor.
He shot nearly 40 percent
from 3-point range this past
season. He is a very strong
and lengthy shooting guard,
but he has the skills to play the
point as well.
He's smart, mature and can
develop into a great defensive
player. And, with Orlando
having four guards who can
file for free agency this summer, Lee helps the Magic at a
position in which a surplus
could become a need
You may ask, ''Brian, then

why did Lee fall all the way to
22?" Well, I don't like your
snappy tone, but the answer is
pretty simple. People doubt ·
his talents because he produced the bulk of his career
numbers against the likes of
Arkansas State, Denver and
Middle Tennessee.
Recent UCF football fans
know what that is all about,
and even the Magic know that
where a player came from
isn't a good predictor of his
talents. St. Joseph's Jameer
Nelson turned out to be a nice
addition for the Magic when
they selected him with the
20th overall pick in 2004.
Lee won't be the NBA
Rookie of the Year this season
- that will go to Michael
Beasley - but he will be a
solid contributor for many
years to come, a statement
Orlando has been unable to
make with any of its draft
picks since 2004.
And one final positive
about Lee: his entrance signals the exit of the failed J.J.
Redick experiment.
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APPROVE: SUPREME COURT DECISION - D.C. V. HELLER

'
1i

More weapons,
ntOre violence
T

he judicial branch bas
the power and capability to interpret the Constitution as they feel the
framers intended. Some chose
to preserve the historic and
often archaic purpose, while
others try to interpret the
Constitution based on today's
standards and context.
On Thursday, the Supreme
Court visited one of the more
controversial constitutional
amendments: the Second
Amendment.
The Court voted to uphold
the right to have guns for selfdefense in the home, referencing the language of the
amendment, which asserts that
people may keep and bear
arms.

When I hear the words
''well regulated militia" in the
Second Amendment I envision an organized.faction like
the Anny or Marines - not
everyday individuals wielding
deadly weapons.
I think the first 12 words
sum it up relatively succinctly.
Firearms, in this context, were
originally meant to protect
civilians in a time of civil
unrest, such as war or rebellion - not for recreational
purposes and instances of
potential self-defense.
· By affmning that guns are a
constitutional right, the
Supreme Court bas justified
the crime that will surely
ensue due to the inability of
inq.ividual states to enforce
impenetrable regulations that
wouldprevent foul play.
To no ones surprise, conservative justices such as
Antonin Scalia and Republican
presidential candidate John
McCain alike whole-heartedly
approve this decision, claiming
this "a land.t:nark victory for
Second Amendment freedom."
A little less enthusiastic,
however, was Justice John Paul
Stevens who dissents that the
majority ''would have us
believe that over 200 years ago,
the framers made a choice to
limit the tools available to

elected officials willing to
regulate civilian use of
weapons." He
concludes that
such evidence
is nowhere to
Natalie Costa
be found
Stevens
brings up a valid point. In the
early days of the Constitution,
the general public was viewed
as incompetent and incapable
as evidenced by our hierarchal
political system, so it seems
highly unlikely that the
Supreme Court would have
voted to cede gun rights to the
same constituents that they did
not trust to make informed
decisions about public policy.
Furthermore, Justice
Stephen Breyer dissents,
declaring, ''There is simply no
untouchable constitutional
right guaranteed by the Second Amendment to keep
loaded handguns in the house
in crime-ridden urban areas."
The more liberal justices
seem to unite in their fear of
guns populating areas of notorious crime and violence. This
new ruling provides criminals
with the tool to wreak havoc in
the same neighborhoods as
our elementary and middle
schools, where children are
being taught the-Bill of Rights.
Surely; the teacher can explain
to his or her class that the Second Amendment applies to
everyone today and that is why
the classroom windows are
made of bullet proof glass - a
reassuring notion, indeed.
Of course gun rights advocates such as the National Rifle
Association are ecstatic to
share this ''relief for law-abiding Americans everywhere
that have been deprived of this
freedom," according to Wayne
LaPierre, executive vice president of the NRA.
Ideally, guns would only be
issued to these law-abiding
Americans LaPierre refers to.
However, realistically the current regulations in place do
not do an infallible job of pro-

hibiting the sale of fire arms to
less than qualified individuals.
Perhaps the most typical
excuse that gun rights supporters utilize is the claim that they
want to be able to protect their
home and family in the case of
a potential intrusion. While
this may be true in some isolated cases, human nature is
far too vulnerable to emotional
whims to ensure that selfdefense will be the only intent,
even in times of emotional distress.
In the wake of several devastating school shootings, .
shouldn't we be reducing the
number of guns rather than
making them more available,
considering the guns used are
often acquired from the home?
Neither protection nor accident is mutually exclusive and
therefore it is the Supreme
Court's job to guarantee that
civilians are protected by, and
not harmed by, the misinterpretation of an obsolete constitutional Amendment.
Similar to the Second
Amendment, the First Amendment certifies that the freedom
of speech may not be abridged.
However, this does not mean it
is a universal right to speak or
publish anything and everything that comes to mind So
why is this particular amendment being taken under critical analysis while the remaining amendments lie dormant
until an outcry for interpretation makes them a matter of
public interest.
Attempting to interpret the
Constitution to comply with
today's standards is set1t5eless;
the language is incompatible
with the advanced technology
ofthe 21st century and more
often than not, constitutional
amendments were drafted and
intended for a very different
purpose than they would be
today.
Guns have always been
m~t for well-trained authorities who are sworn to protect
the public. As soon as they are
given to individuals with little
training, chaos ensues.

T

today is, they
he ability to defend
tion just to be able to use it
against an intruder. The
one's self against an
limited the
extremes."
Supreme Court justices s~w
enemy has largely
Indeed,
changed over the past few
the futility in having such a
the Court
rule and subsequently ruled
centuries. To think that at
took away the against that law as well. Jusone time men fought with
ability of
tice Antonin Scalia, who
swords, an honorable
local lawweapon in which great skill
wrote the opinion for the
Nathan Christopher
makers to
majority stated: "This [law]
is required to ·master its use
impose
is almost unfathomable.
- makes it impossible for citizens to use them [guns] for
Today, men do not fight with sweeping bans on firearms,
but at the opposite end of
the core lawful purpose of
swords, but with guns - a
the spectrum, left intact the
self-defense."
w,eapon that is intentionally
restrictions, such as requircrafted to be as simple as
The only downside that I
ing firearms to be registered
can see to this ruling is that
possible so that even the
and performing background
every accused criminal in
most novice user may fire it.
The l,J.S. Supreme Court's checks. This decision was a
the country who is in the
great compromise in what
process of being tried for a
decision to overturn a 32turned out to be a very heatyear-old Washington, D.C.
gun possession charge can
ed debate. Residents in
sweeping ban on firearms
now request a dismissal on
the grounds that guns (handwas the ideal way to end
Washington along with
many other large cities now
guns at least) are legal. Heretheir spring session. The
get to purchase firearms to
in lies the problem, what
decision was close and a
protect their home.
happens when the police
strictly partisan one at that.
break down a drug dealer's
One of the restrictions
Justice Anthony Kennedy
door in a drug bust? Their
leaned t.o his more conserva- . which I believe was parative side and provided the
mount to the success of this
first instinct is to get rid of
the evidence, usually by
necessary swing-vote.
case was making sure that it
was still illegal to carry a
flushing it down the toilet.
This was a controversial
case to say the least, considweapon anywhere outside of ;Fortunately for police, ''very
the home. That effectively
often guns go with drugs," an
ering it was the first time
all too accurate statement
that the Second Amendment shoots down the argument
had been conclusively interthat the ruling will put more
from Jack King; director of
public affairs for the Nationpreted since it was written in guns on the street, which
al Association of Criminal
1791. The amendment itself is would further increase
crime. Most guns that are
Defense Lawyers. King said
not exactly that crystal clear
in its implication. It states, ''.A used in crimes are not legalthat drug busts usually
involve weapons being
ly obtained in the first place,
well regulated militia, being
found; statistics show that 13
necessary to the security of a so instituting an all-encompassing ban on legal ownerpercent of federal inmates
free State, the right of the
ship of guns only hurts the · carried a weapon while compeople to keep and bear
mitting a crime.
arms, shall not be infringed."
responsible gun owner who
The bottom line here is
What does this mean? I
wishes to protect their
that the Supreme Court
believe it means that even
household.
Washington, D.C. also had could have made a lot of
though there is an official
people very angry and made
protective force, whether it
a stipulation in its handgun
ban which stated that pistols political lines even more
is the branches of the military or the local police, an
may be legally kept .in a
concrete. They carefully
home if they were "rendered addressed this case and
individual should always
and kept inoperable'.' and
came out with, in my opinhave the right to protect
ion, the best result that anystored in a secure location
th('!lllselves from personal
one could have asked for.
(such as a lockbox or safe).
harm. That's not to say I am
This was a clear comproa NRA card carrying gun-nut This meant that if a criminal
were to break into a person's mise for both sides of the
either, because I absolutely
home, they would be have to debate which will allow a
believe in gun restrictions,
(presumably in the middle of nation of Americans to feel
just not a gun ban. This is
more secure knowing that
the night) remember the
.why the Supreme Court's
they have the ability to
combination to a safe, be
decision made so much
defend themselves and that
sense to me. As Paul Hehnke well enough trained in
the government will do its
of the Brady Campaign to
firearm mechanics to
best to keep guns out of the
Prevent Gun Violence stated, reassemble their weapon
wrong hands.
and then load the ammuni"It's clear what the court did
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Let children grow into
their shoes·at steady pace

•
•

Feeling loved and being able to
their destination, or career, first.
And in the Gloucester High situafeel love for others is a basic
tion, whether the pact was real or
human need, and while some fulfill
not, these girls may have wanted
this need through friendships, othto fill that celebrated role of
ers fulfill this need through creating family bonds. However, self"mother," discovering themselves
along the way.
love is the most essential type of
Even before high school, chillove that is the most underap.precidren in general are being pushed
ated and overlooked in society.
to win ribbons and trophies by
Recently at Gloucester High
ASHLEY INGUANTA engaging in an overwhelming
School in Massachusetts, a rumor
Staff Writer
amount of activities, such as playspread that 17 girls who are preging sports, dancing ballet and ·
. nant, none older than 16 years old,
learning instruments, all while getting
took the concept of finding love through
straight As in school.
family into their own hands, reportedly
Yes, it's essential to the self-discovery
making a "pact" to get themselves pregnant
and self-growth process to engage in activby any means necessary.
ities that you enjoy, but there is a point
Even though this there is no evidence to
where parents push their children too far
support this ",Pregnancy pact" rumor, this
too soon, living vicariously through them.
situation sheds light on a bigger problem the path that time offers, and the way socie- Children often forget about the craft and
ty impedes the development of self-identity pure enjoyment of their activities, only
by pushing people down one path or anoth- concentrating on their destination: the
win.
er.
As with intentional teen pregnancies,
In today's world, society pushes
filling specific roles comes into play here.
teenagers straight from high school into
Mothers and fathers who live vicariously
college, forcing them to choose a major,
through their sons and daughters often feel
which will lead to a career that will affect
an internal void, lacking loving relationthem for the rest of their lives. I remember
ships with themselves.
being 15 and a family member asking me,
And by doing this, parents are perpetu"What do you want to do for a career?"
ating a cycle. Soon, their sons and daughWhen I told her I wasn't sure, she said,
ters will be fathers and mothers who feel
"Well, you better find out soon, because
unfulfilled, searching for a destination
time is running out."
without taking the necessary time to
And when society interacts with life's
explore their path.
timeline, it assumes that a human being's
So instead of reaching for the finish line
inner growth must keep up with the contoo soon, don't let time's movement scare
stant changing pace oflife.·From a person's
you. Fill your own shoes rather than the
infancy through their early 20s, time
role society tries to give you, the role of
should be spent in a careful way, helping
son or daughter or mother or father. Walk
humans follow a path of self-discovery,
slowly. Don't let life drag you along.
instead of forcing young people to choose

'
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, letters to the
editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online at
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

CAMPUS

WORD

''What should be done about
illegal music downloading?''

STEPHEN SERGE

ADAM HORGAN'

Human Factors, Graduate Student

Undeclared, Sophomore

"For now they can do whatever the
law says they can."

"I think that the authorities.should
crack down on it, but it shouldn't be
the highest priority."

TARRAN DEAN

LOUIS SAPARITO

Marketing, Senior

Electrical Engineering, Graduate Student

"Nothing should be done. Artists make
enough money as it is."

"It should be streamlined and marketed towards benefiting musicians, but
good luck."
(.

SHANNON WADE .
Molecular and Microbiology, Junior

"Enforce a 99 cent per download policy that iTunes and similar programs
already have established."

COURTNEY IMHOFF
Theater, Freshman

"I don't think there is anything that
can be done, especially when it's not
the primary focus."
1
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SUBMJSSION DEADLll\:ES

Onllne 24 hrs/day:
www.KrJightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447--4556
In person: 11$2.5 High Tech Ave,

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m.. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA. MC, AMEX. Discover, Cash. Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-45S5 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
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!ICIO Wanted

Rooms for Rent i n furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet. cat.le, utili1ies included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail Now! (772)
359-2797

Responsible Reliable Handyma11
Ne\:ided for home maintenance
including lawn mowing, plumbing,
carpentry, drive tractor, & power
washing. Self Starter, Honest, Can
Negouate Pay or Free Rent. Part nme,
Hours Flexible.
tiuge 6/3 Home in Tanner Crossings. 5
Rooms Available. $525/mo. Incl util.
913-908-8185
rentucf@yahoo.com

Eoon/Univ area 1st mon1h 1/2 off 4/2/2
new neighborhd Close to UCF & 417.
Ideal for 4 students @ $450.00/each
$1800.00/mo 321-277-2928

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 212.5 2 story townhouse, clean.
$550fmo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200

Home for rent in Ashington Pam, 4/2/'2
on lake, avaH'ble august 1st.
$1600/month plus utilmes
Call 561-3129411 or 561-281-3287

Non-Smoker, female prefered. ASAP
near UCF & Watertord Lakes in a nioe
quiet new house within conservation
area, W/D, $480/mo. util. inc.
please call 407-249-2059

Maitland veterinary c linic h iring kennel
& ·groomer. Please call or fax resume
407-645-1970 or 407-645-0834 (f) or
come into office to fill out application.
www.collegelearner.com
Site to help college students graduate
& find jobs! This site will make you a
winner. Will you try me? Find
unclaimed $$$ and free movies here!
Wanted: Web Designer- Html
Required, Flash/Java Preferred, FT In
St.Cloud. Call Don 407-346-1663

~ HELP WANTED:

I ~ Part-Time

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

Looking for Coder! Non-profit org.
Proficient in mutiple codes. Avail.
ASAP. Respond to P.O. Box 249
Goldenrod, FL 32733-0249

FOR RENT:
lr:Tiffl
~Homes
2 Rooms for rent in a Spacious 4 BR
home 3 miles from UCF. water, elect.
incl. $500/mo. avail. Immediately
call/text Jaimee (407) 446-0378
2 yr old 2 21/2 Towhhome close to
UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities
except electricity, W/0,
dishwasher, community pool,
$1300/month. Aval!. immediately!
M/F. Pets welcome.
Call 708--307-2145
3BD/2BA Spacious 5 minutes from
UCF $1 ,300/month
407-592-2043
4 BR, 3 bath Wateford Lakes House
for rent, pool, spa. Fully furnished, all
utllltles, all appliances, garage $1 ,700/mo. Call 813-843-1096 Available
August.

4/2.5/2 UCF/Waterford $1575 &
3/2/2 UCF $ 1375 + security dep
both. All appllances, celling fans
In all rooms, pest control & lawn
maintenance Included. For more
Information call 407-568-7608

M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mlns to
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll. Nonsmoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avallable Aug.
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
Alafaya Woods 4/2, pool, W/0, part.
furn., $1900/mo plus elect. 321-544-,
2369, for photos email
tommiesmer@yahoo.com
Place your ad In minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/ciassifieds

2 Rooms for rent in a 3/2.
Waterfordlakes townhome. Walk to
mall. Russian speaking preferred.
$575 each utilities incl.
www.ForRentNearlJCF.com

SUNTREE & UNIV. Available
ASAP! 3/2 $1400
Call for add. Info. 407-923-4399
3/2.5 TH. Kitchen, W/0. clubhouse,
pool. Near UCF. $1350 Avail. Aug.
Call Ronald 305-772-5537 or
ronaldbaptista@bellshouth.net

Avalon, Andover, Young Pine
Several 3 & 4 bedroom w/ garage,
many upgrades and options. From
$1290. Newer & nicer. 407-833-0063

Perfect House/Rooms for
Students. Nice, Spacious 4 bd
house on large lot 3 mi from UCF.
$450/Room, Inc .all utilities,
wireless Internet. 850-449-4217_
3/2 W/ bonus room that could be 4th
bdrm. W/0, scrnd patio, fncd yard, .
jacuzzi. $1190/mo.+utll incl. lawn. Will
consider pets for additional deposit.
Near UCF & VCC Call 561-543-6685
Beautiful home, .gated comm. 3 mi. to
UCF. 4/2/2 Avail Aug. $1800hno.
Lawn, HS internet, cable, phone incl.
Call Marlene @ 321-282-8734
Getaway to Paradise Now Make it an
island resort vacation. Save gas & 50"/o
on Suites & Gulffront Parlors $135.
Limited time offer details (888)7910066. JustLetGo.com/NP.
Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 mile from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.5 w/upgraded kitchen & appliances.
W/D More info. call Cherry/Dante 954608-4649
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648

Chuluota 3/1 fenced $975
Pets ok
3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
Avail ASAP
call- 407-898-9010 x 104
www.propman.com

$700 - Recently Updated Huge 1 br/1.5
bt Condo for Rent (780 sq ft).
Hardwood floors, brand new
bathrooms & W/D incl. There's an
office room & patio. Condo is located
off Semoran, 5 min to 408 & 20 min to
UCF. Call 908.672.9673

2/2.5 TOWNHOME
$1050.00 monthly plus
One Month security deposit.
nilmar1@tmo.blackberry.net or call
Marilyn (786) 301-1115

Upscale living. With a
splash.
1, 2 and 3BR apts. beside the area's
largest private recreational lake. New
gourmet kitchens, opulent baths, ind.
W/Ds, lavish amenities including
private pier, 2 pools, new clubhouse
coming soon, more.
Near 1-4 in Lake Mary, from the
$700s
888.461.7473 • SunLakeAptHomes.com
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
Luxury CONDO For Rent - 3BR/2BA,
Hardwood floors, new carpet, new
bathrooms, granite countertops,
swimming pool, Gym, 5 min from UCF.
$1,290 407-509-4958 or 407-451-5137

B

Waterford, Beautiful upgrd. condo,
scrnd. balcony, 1 bed, storage, pool,
workout facility, W/D, call Mr.. Jones
{407) 923-6065, incentive upon signing.

The Pointe is living well.
1, 2 and 3BR apts. designed to
energize your life. New gourmet
kitchens, opulent baths, ind. Bosch
W/Ds, lavish amenities including 3
pools, lighted tennis court, new
clubhouse coming soon, more.
Near 436 and 1-4 in Winter Park,
from the $800s
888.482.5864 • SignalPointe.com
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Small Apartment for rent in
Chuluota w/ private entrance. $600/mo
All utilities included cable & high speed
internet. Close to UCF & sec
Leave a message@ 407- 365-4281

We are 2 female students looking for
female student roomate. New thse.
Gated community. Your own private
suite with private bath. Pool/cabana.
No Pets. $345. 407-340-9887

1 Roommate wanted
3 bedroom/2 bathroom semifurnished luxury apartment In The
Crest at Waterford Lakes.
Looking for non-smoker who is
neat, responsible, friendly.
Lease is 1 year
(occupancy beginning August),
$250 deposit, and $495 per month
utilities Included. No pets.
Rent Includes: Own bedroom,
high speed Internet, cable TV, all
utilities, health club and pool
membership, ample parking. Must
supply own bedroom furnishings.
Call (201) 930-1115

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house with Pool, scrned in proh, W/0
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
CUTE ROOM FOR RENT!
3/2 house w/ pool by UCF
$535 everything included
Females only
Call:(904)476-1180 or (772)633-6219

Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
home in ·Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util..,internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323,
Female Roommates Wanted for fall!
To share a beautiful house in
Waterford Lakes. Hardwood Floors,
fire place, $500 a month plus utilities.
Call Carey 786-393-8285
Room for rent. Female only. In cool
ladies home. $500 mon. 12 min to
UCF. Incl. all utilities, W/0, internet, hot
tub/pool. 407-325-6131

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. lntemeVCable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool, $5251month. Avail. immediately!
M/F: Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
Huge 6/3 Home in Tanner Crossings. 5
Rooms Available. $525/mo. incl util.
913-908-8185
rentucf@yahoo.com
Responsible N/S Roommate to share
beautiful,fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath.
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517
Room for rent- Male roommate needed
starting August for one bedroom in a
spacious, clean 4BR home just 3 miles
from UCF. $400/mo + 1/4 utilities.
Includes reliable high-speed wireless
internet, and cable. Home is furnished
and includes Washer/dryer, garage,
and screened porch. Call Steven at
407-252-3640 for detail;,.
Responsible, Reliable Roommate
wanted for 4/2 House in The Reserve.
Walk to UCF, $500/mo. incl. util,
Call 913-908-8185

ONE ROOM FOR RENT (m or f) in 4
bdrm house. All utilities included plus.
washer/dryer, HBO & pool. $500 5 min
from UCF. 863-698-0177
Gorgeous Executive 5/3 Pool Home in
Waterford Lakes, need 3 roommates.
Responsible Female Preferred,
$495/mo.+util. 913-908-8185
rentucf@yahoo.com
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

300
3/2 Manufactured Home 1600sf,Split Plan, LIKE NEW, Appliances
Included, 2 Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes
to UCF, Beaches, All Ages.Why rent
when you can own? Reduced to
$39,990K Call 407-281·6732
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2 Bdf 2 .5 Ba :rownhome with attached
garage fro $700/mon:th. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad Cal 407-324-7773.

HOUSE 4 RENT...
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FOR RENT:

BARTENDERS WANTED .
$300 a day potential. No Exper'e=
Necessary. Train1Qg Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed by exam services, not aff w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (800) 713-4492.
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CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

I

that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the '
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats,
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

2

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
' Genesis
shepherd
5 Tan and Irving
9 Shoo!
14 Once in a blue
moon
15 Slangy okay
16 Scanett's last
name
17
mater
18 Adidas rival
19 Insane
20 Mel of cartoon

voices

22 Thiel
24 Hosp. sections
26 swonen
30 Golfers' porters
34 Perfect society
35 Clean air grp.
36 Light browns
39 Intentions
40 Succotash bean
42 Pounds
43 Feeble,
excusewise
44 Trial by fire
45 Published
47 _ Aviv-Jaffa
48 Glacial epoch
50 Christian and
Helen
52 Some string
players
55 Half the UAR
56 Horseplay
58 Experienced
sailors
62 Held tightly
65 Superman's girl
67 Neato!
68 "Teachers" star
Nick
69 Kind of list
70 Tan shade
71 Asparagus unit
72 Part of a dance
73 Milk type

@ 2008 Tribune Mad.a Semcas. lnc..
Alt rights raserw-d.

7 Comic Smirnoff
8 Biblical land
9 Amen to that
1O Shade of gray
11 Snitch
12 Gallery work
13 Has permission
to
21 Com bin
23 European capital
25 Superlatively
squalid
27 Narcotic
28 Cook just below
boifing
29 Art stands
30 Boston cager
31 Foreach
32 Woman in
distress
DOWN
33 British knights
1 Saudi man
2 Belle's place to
37 Gloomy fellow?
shine
38 Grounded birds
3 "Maggie" creator 41 Loser to
H1ppomenes
Bombeck
4 Tilted
46 •_ ol Wine and
5 Writer Rand
Roses"
6 Golda of Israel
49 Type of snap

51 Minute amounts
53 Pinball miscues
54 Scurry
57 Offense or
defense
59 Security device
60 Singer Amos

8/30/08

61 Urban problem
62 Brain, spinal
cord, etc.
63 Prune
64 Caps ending?
66 Pacifying
concession

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

FIRST TIMI;: BUYERS
Why rent when you can own? Free
computerized list of homes available
with no money down, under
$1300/month*.
Free recorded message
1-800-596-7164,
10#1051.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, *Computers *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlinendewaterTech.com.

Motivated seller, will help w/ closing
costs. 3/2 Mbve in ready, excellent
condition. 5 mi. to UCF. Good
neighborhood. 1005 Whittier Cir.
Oviedo, FL 850-329-7370
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BDR
2bath.Screened porch and storage.
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off
Goldenrod minutes from 408 and
airport access. $9500 080.

QUEEN / KING PILLOW TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand New! Still in Plastic!
Starting at $155.00. Call 407-942-5543.

No Time to be A Victim?
Pepper Spray, Personal Sound
Alarms. Great Prices! Satisfaction
Guaranteed!
visit:www.MySafetySite.com

Oviedo beauty! Lovely 4/3 near UCF
Corner lot, large screened porch
2355 sf, split plan, many upgrades
$320,000-call ~07-421-9476 for appt.

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

Peavey Millennium BXP Bass Guitar
(4-strlng) and SWR LA12 60-watt
Bass Amplifier - both In great
condition, hardly usedlll $325.
P l ~ ~386-503-7131.
~

- ad,, 011\me ;u"umc at:

Phce and '1i.'\1 ·
~classifieds
.. . - ~io\lt\cv.spapers.co
W\\\\,nn"'

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com
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ENTER TO WIN A $1500 SCHOLARSHIP & $1500 ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE.
·zERO MOVE IN, LOOK & LEASE $150 GIFT CARD.
.,

•
•
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